Investigation
Summary Report

Youngsville House
Private Residence: Owners want to remain anonymous

HISTORY
Situated on the outskirts of Youngsville is a private residence. The home is approximately 14
years old. This family has lived here for 3 years. They believe that they are the third owners of
the home. The wife’s grandmother passed away in the home approximately 9 months ago. The
activity began before the grandmother passed, but has escalated since her passing.

EXPERIENCES
The family members that we spoke to reported hearing noises, knocks, and bangs. They also
hear heavy footsteps in the attic. The father has heard his name being called. The children tell
their parents that their toys are being moved. The family is so terrified that they all sleep in one
room. They have abandoned the rest of the house. The father installed security cameras inside
the house and has captured several images of people (spirits) they do not recognize. He has
captured images of a man, a least one woman, and a female child. Before the grandmother
passed, she would talk about a male visitor, two little children and a monster. The family has had
the home blessed and cleansed, but the activity continues.

Investigators Reports
Location: Youngsville, Louisiana
Date: July 26, 2022
Investigators: Melinda, Marci, Stacey, Donna, Michele, Nell, Lydia
Equipment used: Digital Voice Recorders, Wireless Video Cameras, Rem Pods, K-2 Meters,
Digital Still Cameras, SLS Cameras, Motion Balls, Laser, Trail Cameras, Boo Buddy Bear
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Attached Files
EVP’s: Loud barking sound,
K2: No Hits
Rem Pods: No Hits
Motion Balls: Hits near toys
Video: No evidence
Laser: Repeatedly turned off and on without any explanation
We began our investigation with a tour of the property. We performed baseline sweeps for EMF
in all areas of the house including the attic. While doing the walk through, we also took several
pictures. After our initial walk through, we proceeded to set up all of the equipment throughout
the house. We placed equipment in all three bedrooms and the attic. We placed motion balls in
the living room near the toys. We also placed Boo Buddy Bear in the oldest son’s room.
At the beginning of our investigation, everything was very quiet. Eventually, we began getting
some activity. Three investigators heard singing. Unfortunately, the A/C was too loud to get a
clear evp. While in the attic, the investigators heard a growl, but it was not caught on their audio
recorders. One investigator reported seeing movement in the oldest son’s room, but it was not
caught on video.

CONCLUSION
Louisiana Spirits has investigated many reportedly active locations in the state. By not simply
relying on haunted tales, we treat any location as the next potential active location. In some
cases, we walk out empty-handed, other times we do not.
In regards to the Private Residence in Youngsville, we feel activity is prevalent here and we
believe that with the help of a follow-up investigation, we will be able to obtain more evidence!
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